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ABSTRACT
Commission (NRC) began the fMmal
in September of 1990. the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
plants. Tlus
siting criteria for nuclear power
geologic
and
the course
.eismic
the
process to revise
have been promulgated. During interactions
criteria
revised
the
and
and extensive
process is now complete
were issued for public comments
of the revision. two draft versions
new siting criteria and
the
lescnbes
paper
This
industry.
the
and
NRC
took place between the
associated regulatory guidance.
1.0 iNTRODUCirION
Power
Siting Criteria for Nuclear
Geologic
and
"Seismic
I.
"-the U.S. eiw-mic siting regulation.
effective in December. 1973 Ilef.
significant
Plants." Appendix A to IOCFR Part 100. bt-,:amc
decades.
two
over
for
successful licensing tool
Although it has been a relatively
have been substantial
in applying it. For example. there
encountreud
been
it has
haWe
difficulties
the inherent inflexibility of a regulation,
of
becausc
and
geoscieices.
criteria.
advarccs in the
these changes or to modify the
been difficult or impossible to accomnodate
concepts. and the large
on deterministic scismic hazard
based
is
A
not
Appendix
Furthermore.
sources and ground motions. arc
'ci.-!ric
;L%
such
geosciences
to
uncertainties intrinsiL
the
quantitatively taken into account.
early as 1979. Ref.2 !tument
.tartedm,
were
regulation
the
,•wever. it
Attempts to revise
jUstification to revi.e the regulation.
strong
provided
and
involved
majo: issues
reviion of Appendix A began.
draft guidance
was not until 1990 that official
1995 the proposed regulations and
throug-h
1990
period
the
During
thcy invoked were developed and
methcdologies
new
the
and
wejld It
documents were prepared.
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100
that
decided
was
it
onset,
the
tested. From
717-1

to
plants that recei•ed their liccne, prior
retained and continue to apply to operating
publication of the new regulation.
to ,.par-te ,itig from de.ign
In developing the new regulation. it wa, decided transferred It)10 CFR Part 50 in a
of Appendix A vere
Therefore. the engineering portion%
only.
new Appendix S IRef.3).
was condenscd to general requirement.
A
Appendix
of
portion
The geosciences
Pew
in Regulatory Guide 1.165 (Ref-4). T1-,
and
The prescriptive elements were placed
Faciots.
Siting
Seismic
G.ologic and
tRef.5).
IM)
to.Pat
100.23
regulations. Section
date of January
in December I1996 with the effective
published
were
50
Pan
to
S
and
Appendix
in March 1997. The nev. regul-ition,
published
were
guides
10. 1997. The regulatory
guides are applicable to future plants.
ENGINEERING
SITING AND EARTHQUAKE
GEOLOGIC
AND
SEISMIC
2.0 REVISED
CRITERIA
2. I Siting Criteria
requires that geological.
siting regulation. 10 CFR IlK 23.
The revised seismic and geologic
be investigated in
characteristics of a site and its environs
engineering
and
seismological,
to provide sufficient
an evaluation of the proposed site.
sufficient scope and detail to permit
(SSE). to p[ermit
Shutdown Earthquake Ground Motion
Safe
the
determine
to
information
the potential for .urface
and .eisnu ct'ffects. to as.e...
geologic
to
solutions
engineering
flootds and water
design bas., for .ei.mically induced
the
establish
to
and
deformations,
at the proposed site.
waves, and other design conditions
to the intent of the
repioduced below. With respect
are
rule
the
of
portions
Selected
regulation. the rule states the following:
Geologicand seismic sitingfiators.
§ 100.23
that guide
geologic and seismic",msideratioms
This section sets forth the principal
adequacy' f she
suitabilityof a proposed site and
the
of
evaluatiom
its
in
to the
the Commission
of the geologic and seismic characteristics
be
can
plant
design bases establishedin considerationl
power
a reasonableassurancethat a nucsear
is
there
that.
such
of
site.
salirt.
and
proposed
withina undue risk to the health
site
propt.sed
the
at
operated
Constructed and
the public.
the rule contain,, the follo%, ing element,,:
With respect to the specific requirements.
grological.
engineering characteristics.TV1c) Geological, seismological,and
be imnvestigated
must
•n,%I rims
characteristics of a wae and i
engineering
and
seismologica.',
p.rol.tsed site. to
an adlequate - atlartioi 4 the
permit
to
detail
and
scope
in sufficient
-ie at estimates ,!t the
evalui'tionf. per(, .,,ned • , oa"
sut,port
to
infiPrmation
provide sufficient
engineeringsolutions Ito
Motion. and ,o pennui adequ re
Ground
Earthquake
the regiem to
Safe Shutdown
at the proposed site. The size of
eftects
.seismic
and
geologicactualor potential
lgations must Oe determined based
pertinent to the .esti,
f
cdata
type
the
wad
be investigated
ribratorY ground.
propu.'ta ,atr. )ata on the
the
surroundli'L'
region
the
on the nature of
recurrence rates.
nonartct' umi deloornniati"n. earthquauke
dejormation.
'urfiace
tctonic"
and
motion.
anal s..i.MCalhi Inducrd floods
aterial,
n
foundation
site
o*ut field
f.ault geometry and slip rates,
pertinent hi.rature and 4.arn'ing
reviewin.g
by
obtained
be
must
b'ater waves
ate, till j,.etilgic and srismic far'ttr.
shall invtie'
investigations. However. each aipplicant
of the proposed
may"a.tec thse de'tgn and, ,lserattsnm
that
activity)
ivilcanh
(for esample.
717.2
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M.

this
.such .ti't~r.3 dirt, "kipli-'ihly included in
nuclearpower jplit irre.$i,'ctirte 4 ,w-he.ther
sectionl.
Thit ge.ooigic and seismic .sitingf•actors
(d) Geologic and seismic sitingfactors.
Safe Shutdown Earthquake (;round
f'
a d1etrrmninali, ofthe
considered for design must include
' and nontectonic de'fonnatiofs. the
surJ'e te*tonic
Motion for the site. the potentialfor
c.mditions j.%
and wt-ler wuaves. and otherdesign
flods
induced
seisnically
Jir
design bases
stated in paragraph (dK41 of this se.cioin.
Safe
Earthquake Ground Mottion. The
(i) Determination nIlthe Safje Shutdown
and
horikmtal
Jir the site is characteri:edby both
Motion,
Ground
Earthquake
Shutdtawn
The Safe
spectra itathe free ground surface.
verticalfree-fieldground motion response
results tof the
the
for the site is detr'nninedcgm;sidering
Motion
Ground
Earthquake
Shutdown
inherent in such
(c) of this section. Uncertainties are
investigatimis requiredby paragraph
asa
thrawh an appropriate analysis suih
estimatr . These uncertainties must b' addressed%.-,sitivit.analyses. IUnderline addedior
or suitahle
probabilistirveismic hazardanalysis
the minimum
S to Part 50 oq this chapter defines
emphasisi. ParagraphIV(a)( I) of Appendix
Motion for design.
Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground
deformatioms.
for surface tectonic and on tectonic
(2) Deterninationof the potential
clearly
to
and geophysical data must be provided
Sufficient geological. seismological.
for surface deformation.
establish whether there is a prtential
water watws
for seis.nically indu'edfloodls and
(3) Determinationof design bases
fromn either
wiater waves that could affect a site
and
floods
induced
seismically
of
7Te size
activity must be determined.
lo'ally or distantly generated seismic
factorsfor
fiarotherdesign .,onditio,s. Siting
(4) Deternninatiof of siting Jactoirs
liquefactitn
evaluated inchale soil and rock stability.
other design c'onditions that must be
safety
remote
stability. cooling water supply, and
potential, naturaland artificialslope
potentialcauses
shaIl evaluate dill siting factrs and
applicant
Each
siting.
structure
related
gromnd
of tie ,nawtrials underlying the site.
offailure. such as. the physical properties
and
ground mnotion /tautmay affet't the design
disruption, and the eJJects of vibratory
plant.
operation of the proposed nuclear power
show that the new
Appendix A to Parn 100 will clearly
with
100.23
IOCFR
of
A comparison
arc now
and all of the prescriptive procedures
rule contains only the basic requirements
-ame as those
the
stic characteriz.ation are basically
removd. The rcquirements for adequate
equally
and scismological investigations arc
in Appendix A. thercfor,. the geological
now
rule
The
change% is underlined abo)ve.
and they
important. One of the most significanl
vr-otion
in estimating the design bast%ground
recognizes that there are uncertainties
A probabilistic hazard analyi% i'
detenninuf•fn.
that
in
addressed
specifically
should •e
... rmitred to address these uncerlaintiies.
2.2 Earthquake Engineering Criteria
4OBE) in
to the 0perating Bas•s Earthquake
Another important chazige is with resp.ct
lot) statc. that
regulation in Appendi% A to Part
existing
The
50.
Part
to
S
the new Appendix
maximum
of the OBE be at least one half the
motion
ground
vibratory
maximum
the
cases. for
Earthquake ground motion In so.m
Shutdown
Safe
the
of
motion
vibratory ground
OBE to have morm
the OBl- inidde it pjo)sible for the
for
requirement
this
piping.
instance
.een suggested in
decoupling of the OBE ind SSE has
design significance than the SSE. A
sel at (i)
S allow%the valut of the OB|: to be
Apptendix
Ref.2).
te.g..
documents
sevcral
an explicit
OBlil requiiref-enfl arc satisfied without
one-third or less of the SSE. where
of the SSE.
or aa) a value greatel san one-third
pleriorined.
being
analyses
design
or
rcspons.
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consider in
There are two iue, the applicant ,hnuld
where analysis and design aie required.
ground motion
plant shutdown is required if vibratory
first.
OBE:
the
of
value
the
selecting
with the
second. the amount of analyses associated
exceeding that of the OBE occurs, and
the probability of
that at one-third of the SSE level,
determine
may
applicant
An
OBE.
with plant
motion i%ioo high. and the cost associated
exceeding the OBE vibratory ground
to restarting the plant
of equipment and structures prior
testing
and
inspections
for
shutdown
at some higher
may voluntarily select an OBE value
is unacceptable. Therefore. the applicant
OBE value
However, if an applicant %electsan
shutdowns.
plant
avoid
to
SSE
the
fraction of
be performed to
one-third. a suitable analysis shall
at a fraction of the SSE higher than
associated with the OBE are satisfied.
demonstrate that the requirements
is u.sed. the
OBE of one-third or less of the SSE
As stated. it is determined that if an
explicit
without the applicant performing any
requirements of the OBE can be satisfied
and shutdown
OBE serves the function of an inspection
response analyses. In this case. the
were prepared to
RG 1.12. RG 1.166. and RG 1.167
guides.
regulatory
Three
earthquake.
to satisfy the
to the staff that should be employed
describe the methodologies acceptable
event.
seismic
a
to plant shutdown and restart due to
Appendix S requirements pertaining
GROUND
SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE
3.0 GUIDANCE ON DETERMINING
MOTION
to provide general guidance on procedures
Regulatory Guide I. 165 hzs been developed
geological. seismological. and geophysical
acceptable to the NRC staff for conducting
seismic sources: conducting probabilistic
investigations: identifying and characterizing
Motion
the Safe Shutdown Earthquake Ground
seismic hazard analyses: and determining
of 10 CFR 100.23.
the
(SSE) for satisfying the requirements
of the step-wise procedure outlined in
The following is an abbreviated discussion
after
This procedure is schematically illustrated
guide to determine the SSE at a site.
be
describing the steps.
and geophysical investigations should
Regional and site geological. seismological,
I.
performed.
the
sites (sites cast of the Rocky Mountains).
For central and eastern US (CLUS)
Power
2.
(LLNL) (Ref.6) or the Electrical
Lawrence Livermore National Labtratory
Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA)
Research Institute (EPRI) (Rcf.7) Probabilistic
updated sources (based on the investigations
should be performed using original or
PSHA
panis of the country. a site-specific
performed in Step I). For sites in other
rock
motion estimates should be made for
should be accomplished. The ground
hypothetical rock conditions for a non-rock
conditions in the free-field or by assuming
information base.
site to develop the seismic hazard
value is
of IE-5 per year (rational for this
Using the reference probability (RP)
spectral
3.
median
the 5% of the critcally damped
described in Section 4.0) determine
.iverage of I
5 and 10 liz (S, ,,i and for the
of
average
the
for
levels
ground motion
and 2.5 Hz S1! 0,.
to determine
characteri/.ation should be deaggregated
hazard
probabilistic
median
The
4.
and distances.
the controlling earthquakes' magnitudes

a ground motion
as an annual probability of exceeding
texpressed
probability
reference
a
I. Given
from different
be de-aggregated to obtain contributions
hazard are then
level), the total seismic hazard can
this
to
most
%hich contribute
earthquakes
The
evenL&.
distance
magnitude and
later.
concept Is schematically illustrated
called controlling earthquaLm. This
717-4

earthquakes. the following
After completing the PSHA and deter.ninifg tile controlling
procedure should he used to determine the SS:.
5.

6.
7.

8.

alkve and using the
With the controlling carthquakcs determined as de,,crlbed
2.5.2 (Rel.8i. develop 5.'7 of
procedures in Standard Review Plan (SRPI Section
for the a-,.ual or assumed rock conditions.
critical damping response %pectr.s, %
derive venir-' response spectial
The same controlling earthquakes are alto used to
shapes.
corresponding to the controlling
Ue Se,, to scale the response spectrum shape
earthquake.
analysis considering
For nonrock sites. pcrform a site-specific soil amplification
and parameters todctermine
uncertainties in •ite-spccific geotechnical proprtnics
for the actd. 1 site
response spectra at the free ground surface in the free-field
conditions.
in design ie.g.. 0.3g. broad-band
Compare the smooth SSE spectrum or spectra used
with the spectrum or spectra
spectra used in advanced light-water reactor design;s)
Step 3 for nonrock sites to assess
determined in Step 2 for rock sites or determined in
the adequacy of the SSE spectrum or spectra.
to obtain an adequate
When site-specific design resix)nse spcctra arc needed.
or spectra. develop a smooth
design SSE based on the site-specific rcslxpne spectrum
that envelopes the spectra of
spectrum or spectra or use a standard broad band shape
Step 6 or Step 7.

earthquakes. outlined in steps
The concept of the methodology to estimate controlling
I shows the total median seismic
2 through 4. is illustrated in Figures 1.2. and 3. Figure
This figure also shows the ground
hazard curve in terms of 5 and 10 Hz spectral values.
The S.,., is obtained by averaging S,
motion levels at the reference probability. S, and S,,,.
for a set of magnitude and distance
and S,,. Figure 2 shows median seismic hazard curves
the contributions of magnitude and
intervals defined in Table I. Figure 3 shows graphically
this figure. the major contributing
distance intervals to the ground motion level. S ,.. In
in concept. this defines the notion of a
earthquakes arc nearby and of moderate size. Thus.
carthquake arc determined using the
controlling earthquake. Mathematically. the controlling
following equations:
H

L
1oq(.) (D .

"

of the controlling event. H,,, is the
where M, and D, arc magnitude and distance values
magnitude and distance interval (See
average seismic hazard values of 5 and 10 Hz for each
the reference prohability.
Figure 2) estimated at ground motion levels for
for several CEUS sitC% for the ground
Table 2 shows estimates of controlling earthquakes
of I E-5/yr using LI.NI. median
motion level corresponding to the reference prohahility
hazard results.
specific spectral shape is derived
Once the controlling earthquake is detennined. site
site specific spectral shape is used to
using Ref.8. Figure 4 through 6 illustrate how the
selected SSE spectra (Step" 6
develop SSE spectra or show adequacy of the previously
that the design ground motion rCsponse,
through 8). For engineering purposes. it is essential
717-5

spectra be a broad-band smooth reponse ,qvc.ra with adequate energy in the frequcncies of
interest. In the past. it was general practice to schc.t standard broad-band spectra. such as. the
spectra in Regulatory Guide 1.60 (Ref.9)L and scale them hy a peak ground motion parameter
(usually peak ground acceleration (PGA )). which is derived based on the size of the
controlling earthquake. In the past licensing review these spectra were checked against site

specific spectral estimates to he sure that the SSE design spectra adequately enveloped the
sitc-.,pecific spectra. These past practic.-, to define the SSE are still valid and. based on this
consideration, the following three possible situation, are depicted in Figures 4 through 6.
Figure 4 depicts a situation in which a site is to he used for a certificd design with an
established SSE (for instance, an Advanced Light Water Reactor with 0.3g PGA SSE). In
this example. the cenified design SSE spectrum compares favorably with the site-specific
response spectra determined in Step 6 or 7.
Figure 5 depicts a situation in which a standard broad-band shape is selected and its

amplitude is sealed so that the design SSE envelopes the .ite-specific spectra.
Figure 6 depicts a situation in which a specific snimoth shape for the design SSE
spectrum is developed to envelope the site-specitic spectra. In this case. it is particularly
important to be sure that the SSE contains adequate energy in the frequency range of
engineering interest and is sufficiently broad-hand.
In the regulatory guide the probabilistic approach has; been chosen for sveral reasons.
The probabilistic methods have been used in the licensing of %everalplants when i.,sucs of

different interpretations have arisen by applying the detrmninistic procedures of Appendix A
to Part 100. Two major probabilistic studies and database%exist for CEUS which facilitate
uniform and reproducible implementation of the probahblistic methods. The probabilistic
approach explicitly considers the likelihood of an event or recurrence period. The need to
perform PSHAs is important in characterizing scismic sources in the CEUS due to relatively
low seismicity aau il.e inability to associate earthquakes with specific tectonic structures.
However. experience in performing seismic hazard evaluations in active platc-margins
regions in the western United States has also identified uncertainties associazed with the
characterization of seismic sources. Sources of uncertainties include fault geometry, rupture

segmentation. rupture extent. seismic activity rate. ground motion, and eanhquake occurrence
modeling. As in the ca.se for sites in the CEUS. alternative hyp)otheses and parametem must
be considered to account for these uncertainties. Thus. the probabilistic approach is deemed
as one acceptable approach in addressing :he uncertainties in determining the SSE. However.
as indicated in the rule and the regulatory guide. alternate approaches can be u,,J to address
uncertainties. Decikion on how to best approach the issue of uncerianty dependton the
nics. seismic ,ourc.%. hi,,trical records, and feasibility to do exploratory
,
knowledge .-" towork.
4.0 REFERENCE PROBABILITY I RP)
One of the key parameters in implementing a probabilistic method is the referevice probability
(RP). In Reference J the RP of I E-5/yr has been defined contdcrirg the design basi, of

certain recently licensed plants in CEUS. The Ri3 ,i the annual probability level suh that
50% of a set of currently operating plants ha, an annual median probability ofl esceeding the
SSE below this level. The RP i's detniiined ftir (he annual prohabilti ,•1 cceeding the
average of the 5 and 10 liz SSE respon. e ,,ectnsin ordinates asmsiated with 51,k of critical
damping.
The RP was calculated using the LLNL meththdology and results, but is,also

considered applicable for the EPRI stud-,. The ,elicted plants, repre•717 -(,

it

rclaitivlv rc.Cnt

base,- TI.., use ot
1.60 or .simiLar %pcctra a.%their dei.gn
dcsigns that used Regulatory Guide
a , SSE'
level ol conervatimi in determining
these plants should ensure an adequate

deci.ions..
consistent with recent licensing
the RP and ,,hould K used in the
The following procedure was used to determine
in
bases result in significant change%
.data
or
methods
PSHA
to
future if general revisions
plant sites.
hazard predictions for the selected
for the
median .eismic hazard result, were calculated
the
methodology
LLNL
Using
I
at 5 and I0 1iz.
selected sites for spectral responses
2.

for spectral
of exceeding the plant SSE values
i.
The composite annual probability
using median hazard estimates of Step
responses at 5 and 10 Hz was calculated
determined by:
The composite annual probability is
1/2(a2)
Composite probability = 1/2(al) +

probabilities of exceeding SSE spectral
where at and a- represent median annual procedure is illustrated in Figure 7.
The
ordinates at 5 and 10 Hz. respectively.
the SSEs for
of median probabilities of exceeding
distribution
the
illustrates
8
Figure
3.
is simply the median probability of this
%elected35 plants. The reference probability
distribution.
derived
with the pa-st design bases. it is not
calibrated
is
RP
this
that
noted
be
using the
should
It
goals. In fact. one of the reasons for
safety
or
risk
quantitative
any
directly from
earthquakes
guide approach is that the controlling
median hazard curve in the regulatory
to those used in
the median hazard curve are very similar
of
de-aggregation
the
from
resulting
Table 3 shows a comparison c"
procedures.
deterministic
the
from
the past licensing
those used in the
the regulatory guide approach with
be more
controlling earthquakes derived from
that the final SSE at a higher RP may
recognizes
guide
regulatory
The
past design.
the slope characteristics of the site
considering
sites
some
for
acceptable
appropriaze and
mean and
in calculations (i.e.. differences betweenr
to the
hazard curves. the overall uncertainty
of the seismic sources that cc.ntribute
knowledge
the
and
estimates).
hazard
median
reference
Ref. I0. t) determine an alternative
hazard. PI...- guide references a procedure.
probability on the risk-ba.sed considerations
(cdfl. is
induced mean core damage frequency
seismically
as
such
goal.
risk
A mean
fr'!,ility is the
haia~d with mean fragility. where
mean
of
convolution
a
by
can be
computed
a particular hazard level. The relationship
conditional probability of cdf given
expressed as follows:
mean goal

f mean hazard - mean fraglity

9. The nrik
the schemalc representation in Figure
from
-u~t'ized
,
be
can
This relationship
design basis is
the entire ha/,rd curve while the
computations take into it! - . r-,ount
level. Clearly. the
probability at one ground motion
e•ccedance
the
on
based
established
wIll produce hightr mean cdf than
fragility
the
ith
%%
9
Figure
in
I
convolution of hazard curve
717-7

is an insponant parameter
the convolution of hazard curve 2. The slope of the hazard curve

computing a mean risk goal.

piobability of IE
For the CI-_US sites. as shown in Figure 10. the median reference
That is. the use of either mean of IEE-4 or
5/yr corresponds to the mean probability of I E-4.
Ie,.'v: Figure I I shows
median of IE-5 will result in roughly the same ground :rotion
different based on the slope of the nverall
situations where the risk implications may be quite
I shows a hypothetical CEUS a. I
hazard curve and the nature of uncertainly. Figure I
are shown closer for the WUN site.
western US (WUS) situation. Since the mean and median
site would imply that WUS plants
use of the median reference pIrobahility from the CEUS
other words. if the risk-based
should be designed to a mort: stringent risk criteria. In
to use a diffe-ent. and perhaps
considerations are to Ix applied. it may be more appropriate
situation shown in Figure II. while
mean-based. reference prubability. For the hypx)thetical
ground motion levcl. S t-.as using
the use of mcan RP of IE4 would result into the same
substantial difference in the ground
the median RP of IE-5 for the CEUS site. there will be a
RP of IE-5 versus the use of
motion levels S, and S,.. resulting from the use of median
mean RP of 1E-4.
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Table I
intervals
Contribution of Magnitude-Distance
to Total Hazard

Distance
Range(k

5-5.5

Magnitude Range of Bin
6.5-7
6-6.5
5.5-6

0417

0097

0000

C.000

0.000

0-15
15-25

0.220

0.079

0.000

0.000

0.000

25-50

0.060

0.042

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.004

0.014

0.001

0.000

0.000

50-100

0.0D0
0.000

0.008

0.031

0.000

0.000

100-200

0.001

0.004

0.000

0.000

0

0.000

0.002

200-300
300

-000 000

0.00
Table 2
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1
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